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RECOMMENDATION  ITU-R  BT.1532 

The MPEG-2 recoding data set for the preservation of 
picture quality in cascade of MPEG-2 codecs 

(Question ITU-R 41/6) 

(2001) 

 The ITU Radiocommunication Assembly, 

considering 
a) that digital television broadcasts make use of ISO/IEC 13818-2:2000 MPEG-coded 
compressed signals; 

b) that there are economic and operational advantages in handling television signals in 
compressed form in acquisition and production; 

c) that unless special steps are taken, the cascading of ISO/IEC 13818-2:2000 MPEG codecs 
may lead to degradations of picture quality; 

d) that the original ISO/IEC 13818-2:2000 MPEG coding parameters can be extracted in an 
MPEG decoder; 

e) that near-lossless cascading is achievable by any recoding process which is able to fully 
match the parameters that were used at a previous encoding stage, 

recommends 
1 that the data set described in SMPTE Standard 327M-2000: �MPEG-2 Video Recoding 
Data Set� be used for carrying coding parameter information from an ISO/IEC 13818-2:2000 
MPEG decoder to any subsequent re-encoder. 

Summary of SMPTE Standard 327M-2000 
This Standard specifies the content of the picture related recoding data set for the representation of 
ISO/IEC 13818-2 MPEG coding information for the purpose of optimally cascading decoders 
and recoders at any bit rate or group of pictures (GoP) structure. The coding information is as 
derived from an ISO/IEC 13818 compliant MPEG bit stream during the picture decoding process, 
as described in ISO/IEC 13818-2. The scope and operation of this Standard are the definition of the 
content of a sufficient recoding data set which may be derived in decoders that comply with 
ISO/IEC 13818-2, including all non-scalable profiles defined in ISO/IEC 13818-2. To allow the re-
synchronization of the video and its associated audio or data after processing, a mechanism using 
some additional information derived from ISO/IEC 13818-1 is also included in this Standard. This 
sufficient data set may be transported by various means defined in other SMPTE standards and 
ITU-R Recommendations. 

The principal application of this Standard is to preserve the quality of the video signal when 
cascading MPEG-2 decoders and coders (including transcoding) by feeding forward previous 
coding decisions. The MPEG-2 recoding data set is described as sufficient when it contains the data 
required that, in combination with an MPEG-2 decoded or partially decoded picture, allows bit 

____________________ 
 Note by the Secretariat: The SMPTE Standard 327M-2000, previously referred to as a web link site in 
electronic form, has been annexed to the text of this Recommendation. 
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accurate recreation of the previously picture coded bit stream. The various methods whereby the 
data set is transported alongside the MPEG-2 decoded or partially decoded picture information are 
the subject of other standards. 

NOTE 1 � SMPTE Standard 327M-2000 is given in Annex 1. This Document references the MPEG version 
of 1996, however the recoding data set technical specifications do not change with the update to the version 
of 2000. SMPTE Standard 327M-2000 and its summary refer to Version 2000 only, which is the version 
approved by Administrations of Member States of the ITU and Radiocommunication Sector Members 
participating in the work of Radiocommunication Study Group 6 in application of Resolution ITU-R 45. By 
agreement between ITU and SMPTE, this Version was provided and authorized for use by SMPTE and 
accepted by ITU-R for inclusion in this Recommendation. Any subsequent version of SMPTE Standard 
327M, which has not been accepted and approved by Radiocommunication Study Group 6 is not part of this 
Recommendation. For subsequent versions of SMPTE documents, the reader should consult the SMPTE 
website: http://www.smpte.org/. 
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1  Scope

This standard specifies the content of the picture
related recoding data set for the representation of
ISO/IEC 13818-2 MPEG coding information for the
purpose of optimally cascading decoders and
recoders at any bit rate or GOP structure. The coding
information is as derived from an ISO/IEC 13818
compliant MPEG bit stream during the picture decod-
ing process, as described in ISO/IEC 13818-2.

The scope and operation of this standard are the
definition of the content of a sufficient recoding data
set which may be derived in decoders that comply with
ISO/IEC 13818-2, including all nonscalable profiles
defined in ISO/IEC 13818-2.

To allow the resynchronization of the video and its
associated audio or data after processing, a mecha-
nism using some additional information derived from
ISO/IEC 13818-1 is also included in this standard.

This sufficient data set may be transported by various
means defined in other SMPTE standards. 

2  Normative references

The following standards contain provisions which,
through reference in this text, constitute provisions of
this standard. At the time of publication, the editions
indicated were valid. All standards are subject to
revision, and parties to agreements based on this
standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility
of applying the most recent edition of the standards
indicated below.

ITU-T H.222.0 with amend 1-2, ISO/IEC 13818-
1:1996, Information Technology — Generic Coding of
Moving Pictures and Associated Audio Information —
Part 1: Systems

ITU-T H.262 with amend 1/corr 1 and amend 2/corr 2,
ISO/IEC 13818-2:1996, Information Technology —
Generic Coding of Moving Pictures and Associated
Audio Information — Part 2: Video

3  General

The principal application of this standard is to pre-
serve the quality of  the video signal when cascading
MPEG-2 decoders and coders (including transcoding)
by feeding forward previous coding decisions. 

The MPEG-2 recoding data set is described as suffi-
cient when it contains the data required that, in com-
bination with an MPEG-2 decoded or partially
decoded picture, allows bit accurate recreation of the
previously picture coded bit stream. 

The various methods whereby the data set is trans-
ported alongside the MPEG-2 decoded or partially
decoded picture information are the subject of other
standards.

Approved
January 20, 2000
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This standard describes the content of the MPEG-2
recoding data set as extracted or derived from an
MPEG-2 bit stream.

The information required in the sufficient MPEG-2
recoding data set can be broken down into three parts.
These three parts consist of the picture rate informa-
tion (described in clause 5), the macroblock rate
information (described in clause 6), and some addi-
tional information (described in clause 7).

4  Definitions

4.1  bit stream: An ordered series of bits con-
forming to ISO/IEC 13818-2.

4.2  bottom field: One of two fields that comprise
a frame. Each line of a bottom field is spatially
located immediately below the corresponding
line of the top field.

4.3  cascading: The process where video that
has once been coded (compressed) is sub-
sequently decoded and coded once more. This
cascaded step could carry on for any number of
generations.

4.4  coding: The process by which an uncom-
pressed video sequence is compressed to a bit
stream that conforms to ISO/IEC 13818-2.

4.5  column: A vertical column of macroblocks
spanning the full height of the decoded picture
(columns are numbered from left to right starting
at 0).

4.6  decoder: A compressed bit stream decoder
that complies with ISO/IEC 13818-2.

4.7  DTS: Decoding time stamp (see ISO/IEC
13818-1).

4.8  macroblock: Defined in ISO/IEC 13818-2 as
a block of 16 × 16 luminance pixels.

4.9  macroblock rate information: This corresponds
to the coding information from the ISO/IEC
13818-2 bit stream that relates to the individual
macroblocks as defined in this standard.

4.10  MPEG profile / level: As defined in ISO/IEC
13818-2.

4.11  picture: As defined in ISO/IEC 13818-2.

4.12  picture rate information: In this standard,
this corresponds to the coding information from
the ISO/IEC 13818-2 bit stream that relates to
the whole picture plus some additional informa-
tion derived from sequence and GOP headers.

4.13  PTS: P r es e n t a t i on  t i m e  s t am p  ( s ee
ISO/IEC 13818-1).

4.14  recoding data set: The set of information
derived from an ISO/IEC 13818-1/2 compliant
stream which, when accompanied by decoded or
partially decoded video information, assists in
the recreation of the original bit stream as de-
fined in this standard.

4.15  stripe: A horizontal row of macroblocks
spanning the full width of the decoded picture
(stripes are numbered from top to bottom start-
ing at 0).

4.16  sufficient: [As applied usually to the recoding
data set] allows bit accurate recreation of the
previously picture coded bit stream when used
in combination with the decoded or partially de-
coded picture.

4.17  top field: One of two fields that comprise a
frame. Each line of a top field is spatially located
immediately above the corresponding line of the
bottom field.

4.18  transcoding: A  c o nv e r s ion  w i t h i n  t he
MPEG-2 stream domain, such as bit-rate chang-
ing or changing the group of pictures (GOP)
structure.

5  Picture rate information

This clause defines the minimum picture rate informa-
tion required by the MPEG-2 recoding data set. Table
1 lists the elements taken from the bit stream which
shall be included.

For the bit order and number format of this informa-
tion, refer to the corresponding transport mecha-
nism.

SMPTE 327M-2000
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Parameter

No. of bits
(See note

1) Notes

 Sequence header present flag  1-bit flag  
 GOP header present flag  1 flag
 Extension start code flags  16 flags  Indicates if a given extension start code exists.

 The 16 flags correspond to the 16 entries in table
 6.2 of ISO/IEC 13818-2 in the order they are listed.

 Other start code flags  3 flags  user_data_start_code, sequence_error_code,
 sequence_end_code

 sequence header
 horizontal_size  14-bit ui  Includes extension
 vertical_size  14-bit ui  Includes extension
 aspect_ratio_information  4-bit ui
 frame_rate_code  4-bit ui
 bit_rate  30-bit ui
 vbv_buffer_size  18-bit ui  Includes extension
 constrained_parameters_flag  1-bit flag
 sequence extension
 profile_and_level_indication  8-bit ui
 progressive_sequence  1-bit flag
 chroma_format  2-bit ui
 low_delay  1-bit flag
 sequence display extension
 video_format  3-bit ui
 color_description  1-bit flag
 color_primaries  8-bit ui
 transfer characteristics  8-bit ui
 matrix_coefficients  8-bit ui
 display_horizontal_size  14-bit ui
 display_vertical_size  14-bit ui
 group of pictures header
 time_code  25-bit field
 closed_gop  1-bit flag
 broken_link  1-bit flag
 picture header
 temporal_reference  10-bit ui
 picture_coding_type  3-bit ui
 vbv_delay  16-bit ui  See note 2
 full_pel_forward_vector  1-bit flag
 forward_f_code  3-bit ui
 full_pel_backward_vector  1-bit flag
 backward_f_code  3-bit ui
 picture coding extension
 forward_horizontal_f_code  4-bit ui
 forward_vertical_f_code  4-bit ui
 backward_horizontal_f_code  4-bit ui
 backward_vertical_f_code  4-bit ui

Table 1 – Picture rate elements

     (continued)

SMPTE 327M-2000
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Parameter

No. of bits
(See note

1) Notes

 intra_dc_precision  2-bit ui
 picture_structure  2-bit ui
 top_field_first  1-bit flag
 frame_pred_frame_dct  1-bit flag
 concealment_motion_vectors  1-bit flag
 q_scale_type  1-bit flag 
 intra_vic_format  1-bit flag
 alternate_scan  1-bit flag
 repeat_first_field  1-bit flag
 chroma_420_type  1-bit flag
 progressive_frame  1-bit flag
 composite_display_flag  1-bit flag
 v_axis  1-bit flag
 field_sequence  3-bit ui
 sub_carrier  1-bit flag
 burst_amplitude  7-bit ui
 sub_carrier_phase  8-bit ui
 quant matrix extension                 See note 3
 load_intra_quantizer_matrix  1-bit field
 load_non_intra_quantizer_matrix  1-bit flag
 load_chroma_intra_quantizer_matrix  1-bit flag
 load_chroma_non_intra_quantizer_matrix  1-bit flag
 intra_quantizer_matrix [64]  64* 0..255
 non_intra_quantizer_matrix [64]  64* 0..255  
 chroma_intra_quantizer_matrix [64]  64* 0..255
 chroma_non_intra_quantizer_matrix [64]  64* 0..255
 picture display extension
 frame_center_horizontal_offset_1  16-bit ui
 frame_center_vertical_offset_1  16-bit ui
 frame_center_horizontal_offset_2  16-bit ui
 frame_center_vertical_offset_2  16-bit ui
 frame_center_horizontal_offset_3  16-bit ui
 frame_center_vertical_offset_3  16-bit ui
 NOTES
 1  The order and number format of each element is defined in the appropriate transport mechanism.
 2  This value shall be recalculated as vbv_delay = DTS-PCR, where this calculation is done at the points
  where the DTS is received. If no DTS is present for the current picture, then the value of DTS shall be
  calculated as defined in reference clause 2.5.2.3 of ISO/IEC 13818-1.
 3  The following elements of the bit stream may be present in either the sequence header or the quant
  matrix extension (or both). The information required by the MPEG-2 recoding data set is exactly that
  required by an MPEG-2 video decoder. That is, in the case of 4:2:2 profile, the quantizer matrix values
  shall be taken from the last set of values received in the bit stream for each of the four matrices, unless
  a sequence header was received at the beginning of the current picture and no matrix was loaded in
  either the sequence header or the quant matrix extension, in which case the values will be taken from
  the default tables in ISO/IEC 13818-2. The load_quantizer_matrix flags shall be set to 1 if, and only if,
  either of the two possible occurrences of those flags in the bit stream takes the value 1. In the case of
  the Main Profile, exactly the same procedure is followed except that all values relating to chroma matrices
  are undefined.

Table 1 – Picture rate elements (concluded)

SMPTE 327M-2000
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6  Macroblock rate information

The MPEG-2 recoding data set contains macro-
block rate elements that are either extracted or
derived from the MPEG-2 bit stream. Table 2
contains the information directly extracted from the
MPEG-2 bit stream while table 3 contains the
elements that are derived.

Together these lists show all the data elements
that are required for each macroblock in order
to create the sufficient MPEG-2 recoding data
set.

6.1  Information extracted from the original bit
stream

Where reference is made to elements in ISO/IEC 13818-
2, these are indicated in the text in italics (see table 2).

6.2  Information derived from the original bit
stream

The following information is not available directly from
the original MPEG-2 stream, but can be derived from
the bit stream during the decoding process. Where
reference is made to elements in ISO/IEC 13818-2,
these are indicated in the text in italics (see table 3).

Parameter No. of bits Definition

 mb_quant  1-bit flag  Value equal to macroblock_quant, derived from 
macroblock_type.

 mb_mfwd  1-bit flag  Value equal to macroblock_motion_forward, derived from
macroblock_type.

 mb_mbwd  1-bit flag  Value equal to macroblock_motion_backward, derived from
macroblock_type.

 mb_pattern  1-bit flag  Value equal to macroblock_pattern, derived from
macroblock_type.

 mb_intra  1-bit flag  Value equal to macroblock_intra, derived from
macroblock_type.

 mb_vert_field_sel[r][s]  4-bit ui  Value equal to motion_vertical_field_select[r][s].

 dct_type  1-bit flag  Value equivalent to dct_type held in the original bit stream.

 motion_type  2-bit ui  Value equivalent to frame_motion_type in frame pictures
 and field_motion_type in field pictures when present in
 the original bit stream. If neither frame_motion_type nor

field_motion_type is present in the bit stream, then the
 value of motion_type is not defined.

 q_scale_code  5-bit ui  Value equal to q_scale_code.

 coded_block_pattern[7...0]  8-bit ui  Value equivalent to coded_block_pattern[7...0] held in the
 original bit stream.

 mv [r][s][t]
 mv [0][0][0]
 mv [0][0][1]
 mv [0][1][0]
 mv [0][1][1]
 mv [1][0][0]
 mv [1][0][1]
 mv [1][1][0]
 mv [1][1][1]

 13-bit si
  9-bit si
 13-bit si
  9-bit si
 13-bit si
  9-bit si
 13-bit si
  9-bit si

 Values corresponding to the derived motion vectors
vector ′ [r][s][t], as defined in clause 7.6.3 of ISO/IEC

 13818-2. The meanings associated with the dimensions
 in the arrays mv [r] [s] [t] and vector′ [r][s][t] are defined
 in table 7-7 of ISO/IEC 13818-2. The number format is
 twos complement and is specified to an accuracy of one
 half sample.

Table 2 – Information extracted from MPEG-2 bit stream

SMPTE 327M-2000
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7  Transport of the MPEG-2 recoding
data set

The previous clauses describe the necessary infor-
mation for the sufficient MPEG-2 recoding data set.
However, additional information and suitable trans-
port mechanisms are required in order to be able to
fully exploit this information in practical systems. The
following additional information shall be available in
all transport mechanisms:

–  User data:  This is unbounded by ISO/IEC 13818-
2. A defined capacity shall be made available by the
transport system employed, so that essential
elements can be passed with the MPEG-2 recoding
data set.

–  Copyright:  The copyright extension defined in
ISO/IEC 13818-2 is not necessary for cascading
operations. However, it is necessary that this infor-
mation should be propagated through the system
and it, therefore, forms an integral part of the
standard.

7.1  Additional information derived from a
packetized elementary stream

Where the original source was derived from a packet-
ized elementary stream, the following additional infor-
mation must be included:

–  PTS/DTS as defined in ISO/IEC 13818-1. As
audio, video, and other services are frequently split
apart and pass through independent signal proc-
essing paths, it is necessary to add this information
to enable the reconstruction of the complete stream
after such processing.

7.2  Additional information derived from an
elementary stream

Where this information is derived from an elementary
stream, the appropriate mechanism is described in
SMPTE 328M.

8  Compressed stream format for band-
width reduced systems

There are, however, circumstances in which the trans-
mission of the sufficient data set described in this

Parameter No. of bits Definition

 skipped_mb  1-bit flag  Derived from the values of  macroblock_escape and
macroblock_address_increment as defined in clause

 6.3.17 of ISO/IEC 13818-2. skipped_mb will be set to
 1 if the current macroblock has been skipped; otherwise
 it is 0.

 slice_start_flag  1-bit flag  Set to the value 1 if the current macroblock is the first
 macroblock in a slice; otherwise it is set to 0.

 num_coef_bits  14-bit ui  Set to the number of bits used by all codes in the syntax
 elements coded_block_pattern() and block(), within the
 syntax element macroblock(), defined in clause 6.2.5 of
 ISO/IEC 13818-2.

 num_mv_bits

 num_mv_bits [7:2]
 num_mv_bits [1:0)

 6-bit ui
 2-bit ui

 Set to the number of bits used by all codes in the syntax
 elements motion_vectors(0) and motion_vectors(1) within
 the syntax element macroblock(), defined in clause 6.2.5
 of ISO/IEC 13818-2.

 num_other_bits  7-bit ui  Set to the number of bits used in the syntax element
macroblock(), defined in clause 6.2.5 of ISO/IEC

 13818-2, excluding those codes accounted for by
 num_mv_bits and num_coef_bits. 

Table 3 – Information derived from MPEG-2 bit stream

SMPTE 327M-2000
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standard is not possible. Some existing equipment
has a very low capacity for the transmission of the
recoding data and this limit will have an impact on
subsequent stages including the MPEG-2 recoding
process.

Examples of such equipment are those which are not
transparent in the active video region and/or are re-
stricted in their capacity to carry the additional data.
However, such equipment may still be able to trans-
port some recoding information.

Transporting a limited set of recoding data can still
have a beneficial effect on the final recoding stage
though clearly not as effective as the use of the
sufficient data set. There are two methods to reduce
the bit rate of the sufficient recoding data set:

The first step is to use variable-length coding (VLC)
for those parts of the recoding data which have redun-
dancy.

A full description of this mechanism is defined in
SMPTE 329M.

Where this remains insufficient for the reduced band-
width available, use of a subset of the recoding data,
considering the balance and trade-off between the
band limiting effect and the recoded picture quality,
may be used.

To ensure interoperablity between the various trans-
port mechanisms proposed for the MPEG-2 recoding
data set, it is essential to ensure the consistency of
the reduced bandwidth syntax representation. This is
defined in the reduced bandwidth indicator table (table
4) and shall be incorported into all transport mecha-
nisms using this data set.

Reduced bandwidth operation shall be signaled in the
following manner:

red_bw_flag shall be set to 0 in normal operation. For
reduced bandwidth operation, this flag shall be set to 1.

Where the red_bw_flag is set to 1, then the
red_bw_indicator shall be examined to determine
what information shall be present from the MPEG-2
recoding data set as defined in table 4.

 red_bw_indicator_

 num_coef_bits, num_mv_bits, num_other_bits

 q_scale_code, q_scale_type

 motion_type, mv_vert_field_sel[r][s], mv[r][s][t]

 mb_mfwd, mb_mbwd

 mb_pattern

 coded_block_pattern

 mb_intra

 slice_start

 dct_type

 mb_quant

 skipped mb

 Indicator 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1
 Indicator 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0  0
 Indicator 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0
 Indicator 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0
 NOTES
 1  0 = this information is not present.
 2  1 = this information exists.

Table 4 – Reduced bandwidth indicators

SMPTE 327M-2000
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Annex A (informative)
Transport mechanisms

This annex contains information about the various proposed
transport mechanisms for the MPEG-2 recoding data set
and the relationships among these standards (see figure
A.1).

A.1  Transport mechanism for macroblock based editing

To allow for the editing of the MPEG-2 recoding data set to
occur in parallel with the decoded video, the following key
features will be required of the transport mechanism:

–  Spatial alignment of the decoded video and the MPEG-2

recoding data set on a macroblock basis;

–  Temporal alignment of the decoded video and the MPEG-2

recoding data set on a macroblock and picture basis;

–  A system to accompany or embed this information into the

ITU-R BT.601 stream without adversely affecting the picture

quality for standard definition systems and a similar system for

high-definition systems;

–  This system must also allow the MPEG-2 recoding data set to

be destroyed in the areas of the picture where two or more video

signals overlap.

For this type of transport mechanism, all macroblock rate
information must be available on a macroblock basis.

If in the MPEG-2 decoding process, there is a need to derive
or infer certain elements for use in the decoding of the
current macroblock (e.g., skipped macroblock), then all the
elements described in clause 6 must be set to those used
by the decoding process, as defined in ISO/IEC 13818-2.

A full description of the standard defined version of this
transport mechanism is given in SMPTE 319M.

A.2  History information

There are instances where a video signal is first coded by a
long GOP, low bit rate coder to get the cost benefit of the
source media. This may then be converted to a short GOP,
high bit rate stream to get functional benefits, such as splic-
ing and VTR stunt play modes. The short GOP signal may
then be converted back to a long GOP low bit rate stream at
the output.

In such cases, conversion may be done in the compressed
domain and it is useful to keep the first set of long GOP
coding data present in the short GOP compressed bit stream
and pass this to the next compression recoder to achieve
the best picture quality at each generation. The carriage of
this recoding data from the last but one encoder is called
history recoding data. For the reasons outlined in clause 8,
a bandwidth limited recoding data set may also be required
for this history.

It is also clear that the history recoding data may be carried
either in the baseband (ITU-R BT.601 for standard definition
signals) domain or the compressed bit stream domain de-
pending on the application. Methods for the carriage of
history recoding data will be required for both the baseband
and bit stream domains.

The system required to reduce the bandwidth is described
in SMPTE 329M.

The method of transporting this signal in the baseband
domain is defined in SMPTE 319M.

SMPTE 327M-2000
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